INTRODUCTION
The most important and interesting part of magazine stand by the two combination of verbal and visual material that displayed in front of the magazine itself. The combination of visual and verbal materials persuade a lot of people out there to bought the magazine. In this case the researcher used magazine cover Rollingstone magzine, February 9th, 2006 edition. The magazine covers creates the meaning from their appearance. Meaning is an expressions that is expressed in communicating or delivering a message to the listeners or reader and infer from the context. Danesi states (2004: 100) "To study meaning, it is necessary to start by nothing that every word, phrase, or sentence is a sign-it is something that stands for something other than itself." It means that the deeper structure of every single word, phrase or a sentence has a sign and here goes to the what the meaning is. At the first analysis, the researcher will applying O'Halloran (2004) especially on generic structure potential. This theory will usefull to identify the basic construction or what kind of the construction part to construct this magazine cover edition. The second theory, that the researcher will applying is Kress and Van Leeuwen (2006) focused on the representational meaning. This theory will usefull to identify the way how ideational concepts are deliverd. The third theory, that the researcher will applying is Halliday and Matthiessen (2014) especially on the context of situation. This kind of theory will usefull to identify why something is exist and available at that time. In the simple word, the context of situation is used to analyze the reason behind this magazine edition is produce.
From the theory above, that alreday mentioned by the researcher by applying O'Halloran (2004), Kress and Van Leeuwen (2006) and the last is by applying Halliday and Matthiessen (2014) the aims of this study are; first is describing the generic structure potential that appear in this front of magazine cover. Second is describing the representational meaning or ideational concepts is deliverd by this front of magazine cover.
The third is describing the context of situation embedded in this front of magazine covers.
METHOD
The type of this research is qualitative research, according to Flick (2009: 12) states "Qualitative research is of spesific relevance to the study of social realtions, due to the fact of the pluralization of life worlds." It means that qualitative research is one of the most specific way to study the correlation between fact that already seen. The data collecting technique is documentation, Creswell (2009: 178) states "The data collection steps include setting the boundaries for the study, collecting information through unstructured or semistructured observations and interviews, documents and visual materials, as well as establishing the protocol for recording information." It means that there are some ways to collecting the data. They are: observation, interview, document, and visual materials. Here the researcher choose data document and visual as the data collecting technique, because the data is available in the document form, that is Rollingstone magazine cover of Kanye West, February 9th 2006 edition, and it also includes in visual materials because the data is the object in form of picture or images.
While data analysis technique that used by the researcher is Flow Model by Miles and Huberman (1994) . That consist of three main points; data collection period, data reduction, data displays, and conclusion drawing/verification. Starting from data collection period, in this period the researcher collecting the main data as the object of this research by visiting www.stylist.co.uk/life/20-of-the-most-debated-discussedmagazine-covers-ever then collect the complete information regarding this data in the Rollingstone official website. The data reduction is not take or applied during the data analysis techniqe, it cause there is no part The first analysis is narrative representations focusing on action process. In action process the transactional structure consists of both actor and goal. It means that narrative process especially in action process there are two main factors, first one is actor, and the second one is the goal. Here "KANYE WEST" Lead^ (Display) To help the researcher understand better about the context of situation embedded in this magazine cover, here displays the previous research about the context of situation which has a title "Context, Genre and Multimodality: An Analysis of On-Line News Article" by Meurer and Machado (2010: 6 -8 
Tenor
The identities involved are the journalists who wrote the news article and any person who understands English and is interested in politics and wants to be informed about what is going on in other countries. The type of language used by the journalist of the news article is impersonal, neutral and formal, and it aims at offering to the reader a text that is not biased with other opinions, so the reader can draw his/her own conclusions about the article. This type of language also aims at showing the company's (BBC) seriousness in relation to the service it provides (news) to the public.
Mode
The channel used is written language (formal style) and visual language (picture) through the internet. The contradictive part located on tenor, especially on the way how Rollingstone visualize Kanye West song "Jesus Walk's" song into their magazine cover. The previous research is visualize the participant based on the real photos without put any symbol. It can be seen the contradictive, presented on table 1.7.
"BBC News / Americas / Bush says Iran remains a threat"
Rollingstone Magazine Cover, February 9th 2006 Edition
The BBC authors choose to put it down the real photos of President Bush during his conference into their article. While Rollingstone also do the same thing, put it Kanye West picture as the "Jesus Walk's" song writer as their magazine cover with adding symbolize thing. Symbolic thing here is thorn crown that worn by Kanye West.
CONCLUSIONS
The generic structure potential, completely consists of visual components and missing one verbal components. 
